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How do you figure out what works for the children you work with?
Say you have come up with a new way to improve language or number abilities – how could you tell whether the
new method you use is better than current practice? Here are some suggestions of things to keep in mind when
you want to evaluate your new evidence-based practice:

1. Comparison
You should use the new technique on some kids but not others, and see which group improves the
most.
2. Random allocation
The children should be put at random into the groups who get the new technique versus the current practice. If the choice isn’t random, effects can get confused (say the kids in one group happen
to be older, or brighter, then this would mess up whether it’s the new technique or the group
choice that’s producing any difference).
3. Active agent
If your technique works and you want other people to use it, you need to know why it works. Is it
because the new practice is student-led, because it involves manipulatives, visual or memory aids?
You need to be able to isolate the ‘active ingredient’ or your new practice. Let’s say you think music lessons can help children with Down syndrome improve their vocabulary because the rhythm
and rhyme in the songs improves verbal memory. Each day children sing songs about animals (old
McDonalds, Baa baa black sheep etc). Let’s say you’re confident this approach works better than
current practice (just teaching them words with pictures). You need to be able to identify the key
parts of your new method. Why is it that music works? Is it important that it’s a song or would just
saying rhymes also work? Does the child need to sing the words correctly or is it important that
they have fun? You need to identify the active agent so that other practitioners can adapt your
technique always retaining the active agent.
4. Control group
To check that your technique is working for the reason you think it is, you may need a control
group. This would be a group of children doing something similar to your new technique, differing
only in whether the ‘active agent’ is present or not. Perhaps the ‘control’ group could do a dancing
class. You may end up with three groups to compare, then: new technique, control, and current
practice.
5. Outcome measure
Decide in advance what you are going to measure to check whether your technique has worked
(e.g., a vocabulary test and/or memory test). Give it to the children before you try your technique
(a ‘pre-test’). Give it again afterwards (a ‘post-test’). See which group improves the most.* You
might also include another test, where you wouldn’t expect the new technique to improve performance (e.g., a visuo-spatial block building or reasoning test).
6. Be blind
if you can – there is a long history of researchers inadvertently encouraging the children using the
new technique to do better (perhaps smiling at them more during testing!). If at all possible, when
testing the children, it’s much better not to know which group a given child is in. Perhaps you might
buddy up with another teacher in the same year group, to test each other’s children, both ‘blind’ to
which child is in which group?

7. Be objective
When we want something to work, we are all at risk of just looking for evidence that we are right
(trying to ‘confirm’ our idea). Try to be objective, and look for what else is going on. Are other skills
improving? Are other skills getting worse, compared to the current practice? Are you focusing only
on the odd child who shows a big improvement rather than considering the whole group?
8. Kids differ
The new technique may work for some children but not for others. If so, how would you
decide whether it’s worth pursuing or not? Can you tell who it works for?

9. Ethics
Make sure beforehand whether there are any risks in what you’re proposing to do, and also,
whether you are being fair to all the children. For example, if you are very confident your
technique will work, you still need a group of children who don’t get the technique to compare against, but you could decide to give those children the technique later on. So all children get the new technique, just at different times.
So What’s true?
Evidence-based practice is about working out what really works for children. Experts may claim something works,
but does it really? How would you and your practice find out? Get into the habit of checking what’s really true.
Does a claim seem likely? How much do other people (or even you) want it to be true? Where is the evidence?
Who found it? Is the evidence any good?
The suggestions here may seem a little time consuming. But here’s the problem. To improve practice is not just a
question of finding out what works one time for a particular child. Unless evaluations of techniques identify the
crucial components of techniques and who they will work for, we end up with ‘innovations’ that don’t work when
other people use them and sometimes don’t work when we use them again ourselves with other children!

*How to evaluate your new practice?

In order to know whether your new technique worked you can now compare the children’s post-test scores to
their pre-test scores. As you will see not all children might improve to a similar degree and not all children may
have had the same pre-test scores. So a way to compare like for like is to calculate an improvement score that
represents the child’s pre-test score as well. To do this you work out: (post-test score minus pre-test score) divided by pre-test score.
You now have a score that shows how much they improved from their pre-test score. Put the scores from small
to large. Not all children may have improved equally. You may want to look at who are the children that im-
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